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Abst rac t  In this note, we consider the nonl inear difference quat ion,  
Xn+l --f(xn,Zn_k), n =0,1 , . . . ,  
where k E {1,2,...} and the initial values x-t~,x-t:+l,...,xo C (0,+oo). We give sufficient con- 
ditions under which every positive solution of this equation converges to a (not necessarily prime) 
period two solution if k is odd and the unique positive equilibrium if/c is even. @ 2006 Elsevier Ltd. 
All rights reserved. 
Keywords--Dif ference equation, Positive solution, Equilibrium, Periodic solution, Global attrac- 
tivity. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this note, we study the convergence of positive solutions of a nonlinear difference quation. 
Recently, there has been a lot of work on the global attractivity, the boundedness, and the 
periodicity of positive solutions of nonlinear difference quations, for example, see [1-5]. In [6], 
Stevo considered the following difference quation, 
g(x,~, z~ i) 
, n = 0 ,  1 , . . . ,  (E l )  :~n+l - -  A _L Xn 
where A C (0, +o0) and the initial values z - l ,  :co C (0, +oo), and obtained sufficient conditions 
under which every positive solution of equation (El) converges to a (not necessarily prime) period 
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two solution. In [7], Devault et al. investigated the boundedness, global stability, and periodicity 
of positive solutions of the difference quation, 
xn+l = p+ --,xn-k n = 0, 1 , . . . ,  (E2) 
Xn 
where p ~ (0, +oc), the initial values x -k , . . . ,  x0 E (0, +oo). They proposed the following open 
problem. 
OPEN PROBLEM. Suppose that k is odd and p = 1. Prove that every solution of equation (E2) 
converges to a (not necessarily prime) period two solution. 
Motivated by the above studies, in this note, we consider the more general equation, 
Xn+l  = f (xn,  x,~-k), n = 0, 1, 2 , . . . ,  (1) 
where k C {1, 2, . . .  }, the initial values x-k ,  x -k+a, . . . ,  x0 E (0, +oc) and f satisfies the following 
hypotheses. 
(HI) f C C(E  x E, (0, +oo)) with a = i n f (u ,v )eEx  E f (u,  v) E E, where E E {(0, +oc), [0, +oo)}. 
(H2) f (u,  v) is decreasing in u and increasing in v. 
(H3) Equation (1) has a unique positive equilibrium, denoted by ~. 
(H4) There exists a decreasing function g E C((a, +oc), (a, +oo)) such that 
(i) for any x > a, 9(g((x)) = x and x = f (g(x) ,x) ;  
(ii) limz---~a+ g(x) = +oo and lim~__~+oo g(x) = a. 
In this paper, our main result is the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1. 
(i) If  k is odd, then every solution of equation (1) converges to a (not necessarily prime) 
period two solution. 
(ii) If  k is even, then every solution of equation (1) converges to the unique positive equilib- 
rium • . 
2. PROOF OF  THEOREM 1 
In this section, we shall prove Theorem 1. To do this, we need the following lemma. 
X o~ LEMMA 1. Let { n}n=--k be a positive solution of equation (1). Then, there exists a real number 
L ~ (a ,+cc)  such that L < x~ < g(L) for all n > 1. 
l iminfx~ = m, then M = g(m) and m = g(M).  
PROOf. From (H1) and (H2), we have 
xi = f (X i - l ,X i - l - k )  > f (x i -1  + 1,Xi - l -k)  _> a, 
Then, there exists L E (a, +oo) with L < g(L) such that 
L < xi < g(L), 
Furthermore, if l imsupx~ = M and 
for every 1<i< k+l .  
for every 1 < i < k + 1. (2) 
It follows from (2) and (H4) that 
g(L) = f (L ,g (L ) )  
Xk+2 
--  f (Xk+l ,X l )  
f (g(L) ,  L) = L. 
Inductively, it follows that L < x,~ < g(L) for all n > 1. 
The Periodic Character of Positive Solutions 
Le~ limsupx,~ = M and liminfx,~ 
quences In _> 1 and sn _> 1 such that 
and 
= m, then there exist A ,B ,C ,D  
lira x/~ = M, 
n -----+ oo  
lim x l . -1  = A, 
n ~  
lim xl,~-k-1 = B, 
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e [m,M] and se- 
l i i n  Xs,~ z m~ 
n ~ o o  
lim x~.-1 = C, 
n ~ o o  
lim xs,,-k-1 = D. 
/1 -----+ oo  
Thus, from (1), (H2), and (H4), we have 
f (g (M) ,M)  = M z f (A ,B)  <_ f (m,M) ,  
f (g ( .~) ,  .~)  : ~ : f ( c ,  D) > I(M, .~), 
from which it follows that 9(M) _> m and 9(m) _< M. By (H4), we obtain 
-~ = 9(g(-~)) > g(M) ,  
M = g(g((M)) <_ g(m). 
Therefore, M = g(m) and m = g(M). aemma 1 is proven. 
X a~ PROOF OF THEOREM 1. Let { ,~} . . . .  k be a positive solution of equation (1) with the initial 
conditions x0, x_ l , . . . ,  x k E (0, +~) .  By Lemma 1, we have that 
a < lim inf x~ 
= g(M) 
< lim sup x~ 
=M 
< ÷~.  
Then, there exists a sequence 1,~ > 4k such that 
lira x~,~ = M, 
l i i n  xl,, j = Mj • [g(M), M], for j • {1, 2 . . . .  ,2h}. (3) 
(i) If k > 0 is odd, then from (1), (3), and (H4), we have 
I (g(M),  M) = M = f(M1, Mk+~) <_ f(M1, M) <_ f (g(M),  M), 
from which it follows that 
M1 = g(M), Mk+l  = M. 
In a similar fashion, we may obtain that 
I (M ,g(M) )  = g(M) = M1 = f(M2,Mk+2) >_ f (M2,g(M))  > f (M,g(M) ) ,  
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from which it follows that 
M2-  M, 
Inductively, we have that 
Mj=M,  
mj = v (M) ,  
from which it follows that 
l im xz,~-j = M,  
r~oo  
l im xl,~-j = g(M),  
T~ ---+ Oo 
Mk+2 = g(M). 
for j C {2,4, . . . ,2k},  
for j 6 {1, 3 , . . . ,  2k - 1}, 
for j E {0,2 ,4 , . . . ,2k},  
fo r j  E {1 ,3 , . . . ,2k -  1}. 
M-  g <~ 2gls_ j < M -- £, 
g(M + ~) < xls-j < g(M-  e), 
From (1) and (6), we have 
In view (5), for any 0 < ~ < M - a, there exists some Is >__ 4k such that 
i f jE  {0,2 ,4 , . . . ,2k},  
i f j  E {1,3, . . .  ,2k - 1}. 
XG+ 1 ~-- f(Xl.~, XG-k)  
< f (M - c, g(M - z)) 
= g(M - 
Also, (1), (6), and (7)implies 
Inductively, it follows that 
XG+2 = f (XG+l ,X l~-k+l )  
> f (g (M-  s ) ,M-  e) 
- -M-£ .  
Xl~+2 n > M-  z, for all n _> O, 
and 
Therefore, 
Theorem (i) is proven. 
Xl ,+2n_ 1 < g(M - ~), for all n > 1. 
lim Xls+2 n = M,  
n ~  
lim zl,+2~+l = g(M). 
7Z~OO 
(ii) If k > 0 is even, then from (1), (3), and (H4), we have 
f (g(M),  M) = M 
= f(M1, Mk+l) 
<_ f(M~, M) 
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from which it follows that 
M1 = g(M), 
Mk+~ = M. 
In a similar fashion, we can obtain that 
f (M,g(M))  = g(M) 
= f(M2, Mk+2) 
>_ f(M2, g(M)) 
>> f (M,  g(M)), 
from which it follows that 
M 2 ~- M,  
Mk+2 = g(M). 
Inductively, we obtain that for j E {1, 2 . . . . .  k/2}, 
M2j 1 = l~Ik+2j = g(M), 
M~¢ = Mk+2j-1 = M. 
(s) 
From (1) and (8), it follows that 
M=Mk 
= f(eV&+x, M2k+z) 
<_ f(g(M),  M2k+l) 
<_ f(g(M), M) 
zM.  
Thus, M = Mk+l = g(M). Since M = f (g (M) ,M)  = f (M,M) ,  we have M = 2 and 
limn~o~ x~ = M = 2. Theorem (ii) is proven. 
3. EXAMPLES 
To illustrate the applicability of Theorem 1, we present he following examples. 
EXAMPLE 1. Consider equation, 
p + Xn-k  
x~,+l  - - - ,  n = 0,  1 , . . . ,  (9)  
I +xn 
where k E {1,2, . . .  }, the initial conditions x -k , . . . , x0  6 (0,+oo) and p C (0,+co). Let E = 
[0, +ec) and 
f (x ,  y) - ; + y (x > 0, y > 0), 
l+x  - - 
g(x)  = ;- (x > 0). 
It is easy to verify that (H1)-(H4) hold for equation (9). It follows from Theorem 1 that every 
solution of equation (9) converges to a (not necessarily prime) period two solution if k is odd and 
the unique positive equilibrium x if k is even. 
EXAMPLE 2. Consider equation, 
xn+z = 1 _+_ --,xn-k n 0, 1 , . . . ,  (10) 
Xn 
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where k E {1, 2, . . .  } and the initial conditions x-k , . . . ,  Xo C (0, +oc). Let E = (0, +oc) and 
f (x ,y )  =1+ V__ (x >O, 
z 
22, g(z) - (~ > 1). 
x- -1  
y>O) ,  
It is easy to verify that (HI) (H4) hold for equation (10). It follows from Theorem 1 that every 
solution of equation (10) converges to a (not necessarily prime) period two solution if k is odd 
and the unique positive equilibrium 2 if k is even. 
EXAMPLE 3. Consider equation, 
A + Xn-k 
Xn+ 1 = p + - , n = 0, 1 , . . . ,  (11) 
q+xn 
where k C {1, 2, . . .  }, the initial conditions x -k , . . . ,  x0 E (0, +o~), A E (0, +oo), and p, q E [0, 1] 
with p + q = 1. Let E = (0, +ec) if p > 0 and E = [0, +oc) if p = 0 and 
A+y 
f (x ,y )  =p+ q+----~, 
then a = inf(~,y)eExEf(x,y ) = p. Let 9(x) = (pq + px+ A) / (x -p ) (x  > p). It is easy to 
verify that (H1)-(H4) hold for equation (11). It follows from Theorem 1 that every solution of 
equation (11) converges to a (not necessarily prime) period two solution if k is odd and the unique 
positive equilibrium 2 if k is even. 
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